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Announcements

● Quiz 2 will be released on Canvas at the end of lecture today
○ Available from 2:20pm today through 2:20pm Thursday (tomorrow)

○ 5 questions, 10 minutes

● A1 is due at 11:59pm this Friday
○ For details on how to tag and submit your assignment, see Leo’s tutorial video linked in 

Sunday’s Ed announcement

● We’re holding extra office hours this week
○ See the office hour schedule google doc from the Sunday Ed announcement, also linked 

on the course website under “Announcements”
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ze_-ysWevgOXQJ1h4Vosjv1UrgavKu2vpkS55hDSEMU/edit?usp=sharing


Language models in the news (these days, ChatGPT)

Image taken from Springboard
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What is language modeling?

● Language Modeling is the task of predicting what word comes next
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We use language models every day
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We use language models every day
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Language modeling
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a very large corpus language model



Consider this botched small talk

“I’m often misunderstood at my supermarket in Sussex, not because of my accent but 

because I tend to deviate from the script.

Cashier: Hello, how are you this evening?

Me: Has your house ever been burgled?

Cashier: What?

Me: Your house– has anyone ever broken into it and stolen things?”

- David Sedaris, Calypso
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Language models play the role of ...

● a judge of grammaticality
○ e.g., should prefer “The boy runs.” to “The boy run.”

● a judge of semantic plausibility
○ e.g., should prefer “The woman spoke.” to “The sandwich spoke.”

● an enforcer of stylistic consistency
○ e.g., should prefer “Hello, how are you this evening? Fine, thanks, how are you?” to 

“Hello, how are you this evening? Has your house ever been burgled?”

● a repository of knowledge (?)
○ e.g., “Barack Obama was the 44th President of the United States”
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Note that this is very difficult to guarantee!



● Assign a probability to every sentence (or any string of words)

○ finite vocabulary (e.g. words or characters) {the, a, telescope, …}
○ infinite set of sequences

■ a telescope STOP
■ a STOP
■ the the the STOP 
■ I saw a woman with a telescope STOP
■ STOP
■ ...

The language modeling problem
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The language modeling problem

● Assign a probability to every sentence (or any string of words)
○ finite vocabulary (e.g. words or characters) 

○ infinite set of sequences
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Formalizing our definition

● Language Modeling is the task of predicting what word comes next

● More formally: given a sequence of words x(1), x(2), … x(t)  

compute the probability distribution of the next word x(t+1)  

where  x(t+1) can be any word in the vocabulary V={ w1, w2, …w|V|}  
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Applying a language model

𝒱 = {permit, reject}        Our event space is 𝒱* with <eos> at end       Our r.v. is X
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Applying a language model

𝒱 = {permit, reject}        Our event space is 𝒱* with <eos> at end       Our r.v. is X

We’ll say that X is the distribution of utterances this person produces, and we want 
to estimate X.
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Applying a language model

𝒱 = {permit, reject}        Our event space is 𝒱* with <eos> at end       Our r.v. is X

What is p(X = reject permit <eos>)?
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Language Modeling

● If we have some text, then the probability of this text (according to the Language 

Model) is:
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This is what our LM provides



𝒱 = {permit, reject}        Our event space is 𝒱* with <eos> at end       Our r.v. is X

What is p(X = reject permit <eos>)?

Applying a language model
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𝒱 = {permit, reject}        Our event space is 𝒱* with <eos> at end       Our r.v. is X

What is p(X = reject permit <eos>)? Use chain rule of probability.

Applying a language model
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𝒱 = {permit, reject}        Our event space is 𝒱* with <eos> at end       Our r.v. is X

p(X = reject permit <eos>) = p(reject | [start]) * p(permit | [start] reject) *

                                                                                p(<eos> | [start] reject permit)

Applying a language model
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Applying a language model

𝒱 = {permit, reject}        Our event space is 𝒱* with <eos> at end       Our r.v. is X
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Applying a language model

𝒱 = {permit, reject}        Our event space is 𝒱* with <eos> at end       Our r.v. is X

Note: as long as p(child of node) > 0 for each node and           p(child of node) = 1   for 
each (non-eos) node,then                p(path) = 1
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p(how are you this evening ? has your house ever been burgled ?   STOP) = 10-15

p(how are you this evening ? fine , thanks , how about you ? STOP)             = 10-9
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● Speech recognition: we want to predict a sentence given acoustics

Motivation

        s              p  ee           ch           l      a          b
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● Speech recognition: we want to predict a sentence given acoustics

the station signs are indeed in english -14725
the station signs are in deep in english -14732
the stations signs are in deep in english -14735
the station signs are in deep into english -14739
the station 's signs are in deep in english -14740
the station signs are in deep in the english -14741
the station 's signs are indeed in english -14760
the station signs are indians in english -14790
the station signs are indian in english -14799
the stations signs are indians in english -14807
the stations signs are indians and english -14815

Motivation
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Motivation
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● Machine translation
○ p(strong winds) > p(large winds)

● Spelling correction
○ The office is about fifteen minuets from my house
○ p(about fifteen minutes from)  > p(about fifteen minuets from)

● Speech recognition 
○ p(I saw a van) >> p(eyes awe of an) 

● Summarization, question-answering, handwriting recognition, OCR, etc.



● Assume we have n training sentences 
● Let x1, x2, …, xn be a sentence, and c(x1, x2, …, xn) be the number of times it appeared in the 

training data. 
● Define a language model:

● No generalization!         

A trivial model
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Sentence/paragraph/book probability
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How to estimate?



Markov assumption
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● We make the Markov assumption: x(t+1) depends only on the preceding 

n-1 words
○ Markov chain is a “…stochastic model describing a sequence of possible events 

in which the probability of each event depends only on the state attained in the 
previous event.”

assumption

n-1 words



Markov assumption
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or maybe even



n-gram Language Models

● Question: How to learn a Language Model?
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



n-gram Language Models

● Question: How to learn a Language Model?

● Answer (pre- Deep Learning): learn an n-gram Language Model!
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



n-gram Language Models

● Definition: An n-gram is a chunk of n consecutive words.
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



n-gram Language Models

● Definition: An n-gram is a chunk of n consecutive words.
○ unigrams: {I, have, a, dog, whose, name, is, Lucy, two, cats, they, like, playing, with}
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n-gram Language Models

● Definition: An n-gram is a chunk of n consecutive words.
○ unigrams: {I, have, a, dog, whose, name, is, Lucy, two, cats, they, like, playing, with}

○ bigrams: {I have, have a, a dog, dog whose, … , with Lucy}
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n-gram Language Models

● Definition: An n-gram is a chunk of n consecutive words.
○ unigrams: {I, have, a, dog, whose, name, is, Lucy, two, cats, they, like, playing, with}

○ bigrams: {I have, have a, a dog, dog whose, … , with Lucy}     have cats
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



n-gram Language Models

● Definition: An n-gram is a chunk of n consecutive words.
○ unigrams: {I, have, a, dog, whose, name, is, Lucy, two, cats, they, like, playing, with}

○ bigrams: {I have, have a, a dog, dog whose, … , with Lucy}     have cats
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n-gram Language Models

● Definition: An n-gram is a chunk of n consecutive words.
○ unigrams: {I, have, a, dog, whose, name, is, Lucy, two, cats, they, like, playing, with}

○ bigrams: {I have, have a, a dog, dog whose, … , with Lucy}  

○ trigrams: {I have a, have a dog, a dog whose, … , playing with Lucy}   
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n-gram Language Models

● Definition: An n-gram is a chunk of n consecutive words.
○ unigrams: {I, have, a, dog, whose, name, is, Lucy, two, cats, they, like, playing, with}

○ bigrams: {I have, have a, a dog, dog whose, … , with Lucy}  

○ trigrams: {I have a, have a dog, a dog whose, … , playing with Lucy}   

○ four-grams: {I have a dog, … , like playing with Lucy}   

○ …
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



n-gram Language Models

● w1 – a unigram

● w1 w2 – a bigram

● w1 w2  w3  – a trigram

● w1w2 …wn  – an n-gram
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



n-gram Language Models

● Question: How to learn a Language Model?

● Answer (pre- Deep Learning): learn an n-gram Language Model!

● Idea: Collect statistics about how frequent different n-grams are and use these to 

predict next word
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



unigram probability

● corpus size m = 17

● P(Lucy) = 2/17; P(cats) = 1/17

● Unigram probability: 
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



bigram probability
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trigram probability
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



n-gram probability
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“I have a dog whose name is Lucy. I have two cats, they like playing with Lucy.”



Chain rule 

First-order Markov process
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Chain rule

Markov assumption 

First-order Markov process
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● Relax independence assumption: 

Second-order Markov process: 
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● Relax independence assumption: 

● Simplify notation: 

Second-order Markov process: 
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● A trigram language model contains 
○ a vocabulary V

○ a non negative parameters q(w|u,v) for every trigram, such that

○ the probability of a sentence x
1

, …, x
n
, where x

n
=STOP is 

3-gram LMs
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Example
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Example
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Example
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● can you tell me about any good cantonese restaurants close by

● mid priced that food is what i’m looking for 

● tell me about chez pansies

● can you give me a listing of the kinds of food that are available

● i’m looking for a good place to eat breakfast

● when is caffe venezia open during the day

Berkeley restaurant project sentences
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Raw bigram counts (~1000 sentences)
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Bigram probabilities



P(<s> i want chinese food </s>) =

P(i|<s>)   

×  P(want|i)  

×  P(chinese|want)   

×  P(food|chinese)   

×  P(</s>|food)

=  …
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Bigram estimates of sentence probability



P(to|want) = 0.66

P(chinese|want) = 0.0065

P(eat|to) = 0.28

P (i|<s>) = 0.25

P(food|to) = 0.0

P(want|spend) = 0.0
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What can we learn from bigram estimates?



Sampling from a language model
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Sampling from a language model
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Sampling from a language model
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Sampling from a language model
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